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Spectral distributions and correlation functions are derived for various fluctuating quantities 
(electron and ion densities, electron and ion current densities, electric and magnetic fields, 
particle distribution functions). The possible difference between the electron and ion temper
atures is taken into account. The cross sections for the scattering of electromagnetic waves 
on plasma fluctuations are determined. It is shown that the possibility of propagation of 
Langmuir oscillations as well as of high-frequency sound waves (in a nonisothermal plasma) 
leads to the appearance of satellites in the spectrum of the scattered radiation. When a con
stant magnetic field is applied, the scattered-radiation spectrum contains satellites due to 
the possibility of propagation of Langmuir, Alfven, and magnetic-sound waves in the plasma. 

l. A study of plasma fluctuations can be of 
interest to plasma physics. Since it yields directly 
the spectrum of the plasma oscillations, such a 
study can serve to determine many plasma param
eters (density, temperature) and can probably 
help explain the role of oscillations in transport 
processes and in the establishment of equilibrium 

components of the correlation functions of the 
current density j ( r, t) can be determined from 

<hh)kw = ~ (j; (r, t) h (r', t')) e-ik(r-r')+iw(l-1') drdt 

1i. 1 • 
= 1 nw;T 2T (CX;f- Cl.j;), 

-e 
(1) 

in the plasma. This paper deals with a theoretical 
determination of the spectral distributions and 
correlation functions of various fluctuating quanti
ties ( including the particle distribution function) 
and a determination of the cross section for the 
scattering of electromagnetic waves on fluctuations 
in a plasma without collisions. We consider here 
free plasma as well as plasma in a uniform mag
netic field, and take into account the possible dif
ference between the electron and ion temperatures.* 

where Cl!ij ( k, w) is the tensor relating the Fourier 
components of the current H ( k, w) and the poten
tial Ai ( k, w) of the external field: 

2. Fluctuations in a plasma which is in com
plete statistical equilibrium can be investigated in 
the general theory (Callen and Welton,C4J Leonto
vich and Rytov,CS S] Landau and LifshitzC 7J) by 
using the known dielectric-constant tensor of the 
plasma. t In particular, the space-time Fourier 

*The particle-density fluctuations in a free plasma were 
determined in a paper by Salpeter,E•J with which we became 
acquainted after completing the present work (the results of[•] 
coincide with the ones we obtained by a different method). 
The scattering of electromagnetic waves by Langmuir plasma 
oscillations was considered earlier. [•] Scattering with small 
frequency variation in the presence of a magnetic field is 
treated by Dougherty and Farley. [•] 

tEquations for the spatial correlation functions of parti
cle systems with electromagnetic interaction are derived in 
the papers by Tolmachev, Tyablikov, and Klimontovich.[•-••J 
The correlation functions of microcurrents were calculated by 

( the symbol < •.. > denotes averaging over the 
fluctuations). The tensor a ij, as follows from 
Maxwell's material equations, is connected with 
the dielectric-constant tensor E:ij ( k, w) by the 
relation 

where 

A?1 = '1']2 (k,ktk-2 - fJi/) + btt• A;J = A?1 - fJ;J + e;t; 

(2) 

A-1').., 11 = (K1)o, A= det Att, 'l'J = kc / w. (2') 

We note that the equation A ( k, w) = 0 is the dis
persion equation of the system. Consequently the 
spectral distribution of the fluctuations has sharp 
maxima near the natural frequencies of the system.* 

Shafranov[u] from the laws of motion. The spatial dispersion 
as it affects the fluctuations was treated by Bass and 
Kaganov[u] and by Silin. [u] 

*Relation (1) can be derived, according to Landau and 
Lifshitz,E7lfrom the expression of the rate of change of the 
plasma energy under the influence of the external field 

(J = (2c)-1 Re ~ iroj• (k, ro) A(k, ro). 
k,ca 
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The dielectric tensor constant of a free plasma 
has the form 

e;J (k, w) = k;k1k-2et (k, w) + (b;J- k-2k;kj) Bt (k, w), 

where Ez and Et are the longitudinal and trans
verse dielectric constants of the plasma 

e1 = 1 + (ak}-2 [1 - c:p (z) - c:p (flZ) 

+ + i Vnz (e-z' + fle-p.'z')J, 

z 

e1 = 1 - 2 ~: L c:p (z) - + Jf;tze-z']; c:p (z) = ze-z' ~ et• dt 
0 (3) 

( z = w/ks, JJ- 2 = M/m, a 2 = ( 87re2n0)-1T, ~ 2 

= 47re2n0 /m, and s 2 = 2T/m; n0 is the equilibrium 
density of the electrons, while m and M are the 
electron and ion masses (the plasma is assumed 
nondegenerate). 

Substitution of (3) into (1) and (2) leads to the 
following expressions for the Fourier components 
of the correlators of the charge densities and of 
the transverse current in the plasma 

T k• lrn e1 T (ak)3 

(p2)k., = 2n w ~ = 4 Vnas 
e -z• + fte -p.•z• 

X 4 2 z• + u.e p.'z')2 ' [1 + (ak)2 - q> (z)- q> (f.tz))2 + (1t/ ) z (e ,... 

• T !met 
< Jt )k., = 2n w ( TJ" - 1 )2 1112 - et 12 

TCiJ ( CiJ )2 (1 -112)2 ze -z' 
=]In n [w2 (1 -fJ2) I n•- 2q> (z)J2 + ne2e •z• 0 

(4) 

It follows from these expressions that when ka 
;:::, 1 the principal role in the fluctuations of p and 
j is played by the low-frequency oscillations. The 
frequency of the fluctuations increases with de
creasing ka and at ka « 1 the only frequencies 
remaining in the spectrum are those close to the 
natural frequencies of the longitudinal (in the 
spectrum of p) and transverse (in the spectrum 
of h) oscillations of the plasma ( w » ks): 

<n>k"' = -f TQ4w-16 (w- ~t), Wt = Yk2c2 + Q2. (5) 

Integrating <p2 >kw with respect to the fre
quencies (which is most readily done with the aid 
of the Kramers-Kronig relations, seeC 7J ), we de
rive the well known formula for the spatial Fourier 
component of the charge-density fluctuation 

00 

< 2 _ 1 i ( 2 ) d _ T (ak)2 

P )k = 2n ) p ko> ffi - 4na2 1 + (ak)2 0 
(6) 

From this we can then obtain the mean frequency 

of the plasma space-charge fluctuations 

00 00 

w2 == { ~ (p1)k"' dw} -1 ~ w2 (p2)koo dw = Q2 + + (ks)2 
o 

-oo -oo 

Finally, (6) leads to the following expression for 
the correlation function of the charge density 

[ 1 e -ria J 
(p (r', t) p (r•, f))= 2e2no 6 (r) - 4na•-,- ' 

r = r'- r"o 

Analogously we can determine the correlation 
function for the density of the total current 

( 7) 

(j (r', t) j (r", t)) = 3e2no (Tim) 6 (r)o (8) 

The spectral distributions of the fluctuations of 
the electric and magnetic fields E and H are also 
expressed in terms of EZ and q: 

(9) 

Inserting (3) and integrating with respect to w, we 
obtain 

(P)k = 8rtT( 1 + f 1 +1a•k•), 

From this we readily determine the correlation 
functions for the fields 

, [ 1 e -ria J 
(E (r, f) E. (r", t)) = 8rtT 6(r) + Bna• -,- • 

(H (r', t) H (r", t)) = 8rtTb (r)o (10) 

3. Using the well-known expression for the di
electric constant of a degenerate electron gas [14.] 

we can use (1) to determine the spectral distribu
tion of the fluctuations in an electron gas with T 
« mv~ /2 (v0 - boundary velocity) 0 In particular, 
we have for <p2 >kw 

(p•)k = .l. n:r;.k• ·{..!_ ze (1 -I z I) 
"' 4 1 _ e-n"'!T 2 

[( z 1 + z)2 ( nz)2]-l 
X ~ + 1 - 2 In 1 - z. -t- 2 

+ 6 ( ~ + 1 - ; In I:~ ~ I ) sign z} , 

e () = {0, z<O 
z 1, z>O' (11) 

where z = w/kv0 and t; = ( kv0 /~ ) 2/2. 
4. The fluctuations in a plasma situated in a 

constant homogeneous magnetic field H0 are also 
determined by the general formula (1). (The com
ponents of the tensor E ij of a plasma in a magnetic 
field are known [t5 ,ts].) 
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If we disregard the thermal motion of the 
plasma particles ( w » ks), then E ij has the 
form[17J 

( 
El -iE2 0) 

Etj = iE2 E1 0 , 
0 0 Ea 

Q2 
e3 = 1- (02, 

ffiH Q2 
E2 = W-2--2' 

ffi -ffiH 

eH0 
WH=mc· 

In this case relation (1) becomes ( T » nw) 

<idJ>k .. = T TwA?kf..k1M/j (A ('I'J2 - 'I'Ji) (lJ2 - 'I'J~)). 

(12) 

(13) 

where 111,2 are the refractive indices of the ordi
nary and extraordinary waves, and Aij is deter
mined by formula ( 2') ( J. is the angle between H0 
and k). 

Equating the argument of the o -function to 
zero, we obtain the dispersion equation for the 
high-frequencyylasma oscillations. The equation 
A = 0 determines here the frequencies of the 
Langmuir oscillations of the plasma in a magnetic 
field 

With the aid of (13) we can find the spectral 
distribution of the charge-density fluctuations in a 
plasma at high frequencies ( w » ks): 

(p2)k.,=!_(~)2 (ffi2-ro~)2 {ii(w-w+) 
4 Q ffi4 cos2-& + (ffi2- ro~)2 sin2 -& 

+ ii (w + w+) + ii (w- w_) + ii (w + w_)}. (14) 

5. We now proceed to determine separately the 
electron and ion density fluctuations, and also the 
fluctuations of the plasma-particle distribution 
functions, without assuming the electron and ion 
temperatures Te and Ti to be equal. Since the 
energy exchange between the electrons and ions is 
much slower than exchange between like particles, 
we can regard a nonisothermal plasma as a quasi
equilibrium system and apply the general methods 
of fluctuation theory to the fluctuations produced 
in this plasma. 

To determine the fluctuations of the particle 
distribution functions we must introduce into the 
kinetic equations that define these functions the 
random forces ye, i ( v, r, t) (the indices e and 
i will henceforth denote electrons and ions):* 

*This method is a generalization of the one employed by 
Abrikosov and Khalatnikov [u] to find the distribution-func
tion fluctuations in an equilibrium Fermi system. 

=- -r1• f• (v, r, t) + y• (v, r, t), 

{ iJ iJ e iJ } t at+v-ar- M Eay- F (v,r,t) 

= -~f'(v,r,t)+y'(v,r,t), 
-r' 

(15) 

where F~· i are the Maxwellian distribution func
tions for the electrons and ions, re. i = Fe, i 
- F~· i are the deviations of the distribution func
tions from Maxwellian, and Te, i are the relaxa
tion times, which will tend to infinity in the final 
results. For simplicity we consider first only 
longitudinal plasma oscillations; in this case 

divE = 4ne {iin•- iin'} = 4ne ~ (F'- F') dv, rotE = 0. 
(16)* 

Taking the time derivative of the entropy of the 
electron and ion system (separately for specified 
values of the electron and ion energies and num
hers) , we obtain 

s =- ~ dr dv (x•x• + .Xix'), 

• e, { 1 r·· i ' e, i 
X = - T'' i -t- y ' 

. t•· i x··· =--F·· i . 
0 

Using further the method developed by Landau and 
Lifshitz[ts] and by Abrikosov and Khalatnikov[ta] 
we obtain the following expression for the mean 
values of the products of the random forces 

(ya ( v, r, t) yb ( v', r', t')) 

= ilab 2 ('r:ari Fg (v) o (v- v') o (r- r') ii (i-t'), (17) 

where the indices a and b label the type of 
particle (a, b = e, i). We now must use (15) and 
(16) to express the distribution functions and the 
various physical quantities defined by them in 
terms of the random forces, and average these 
forces with the aid of (17). For the Fourier com
ponents of the fluctuations of the electron and ion 
densities we obtain 

iin• (k, w) = i..!!_-(k1 ) {Y~.,(l + 4nx') + YL4nx'}, 
ro e • ro 

6n' (k, w} = i ~ e(k~ ro) {Y~., 4nx; + YL (1 + 4nx')}; 

a \ kv ( i )-1 Ykw= )k w-kv+ ~ ya(v,k,w)dv, (18) 

where E = 1 + 47T ( Ke + Ki), where Ke, i are the 
electric susceptibilities of the electrons and ions: 

a (k _ e2 1 ( pa kv 
x ,w)--k"ra.) o(v)ro-kv+iO dv. (19) 

*rot E = curl E. 
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Averaging of Y leads, according to (17) and Let us express now the Fourier component of 
(19), to the expressions e2<yayb>kw the distribution-function fluctuation in terms of 
= 2<'>abwTaimKa( k, w). Using next Eq. (18) we the random forces 
obtain ultimately* k F' ( ) r· (v)- 4ne2 ___!__ v 0 v (bn•- bn') + ___ i_. - y• (v), 
e2 <lbn'l2)k., = w ~:2 12 {T' II + 4nx' 12 Im x• + T' l4nx• 12 Im x'}, k• T' w- kv + irr:' w- kv + t;-r:• 

. 4ne• 1 kvf~(v) 
e2 <Ibn' 12)k., f' (v) =- T y! w- kv + i;T' (bn•- bn') 

= w ~!212 {T' I 4Jtx' 12 Im x• + T' II + 4Jtx' 12 Im x'}, 

e2 ( bn•bn')k., = e2 ( bn'bn•)~., 

= w ~!21 , {T' (I + 4nx') (4Jtx1)* Im x• 

+ T1 (I + 4nx')* (4nx•) Im x'}. (20) 

From these formulas we can readily obtain the 
spectral distribution of the charge-density fluc
tuations: 

2k2 •• 

(p2)kw = e2 ( Ibn•- bn' l2)k., = w I 812 lm {T'x• + T'x'}. (21) 

When Te = Ti, this expression goes into the first 
expression in ( 4). 

We note that in the region of the small phase 
velocities ( w/k « se and si) we have 

2 z v1t 2 r 1 1 ) , 1 1 )-l 
( p )k., = -k- e no \ 7 + 7 \ + a•k' J ' 

(a- 1 = v'k2 + k~, ~ i =47re2n0 /Te, i). If se » w/k . e 1 . • 
» sl and Te » Tl, then 

< P2)kro = .!.. BT' __ k4
- { b ( W- ffis (h)) 

4 k; + k2 

Q. + b(w + W5 (k))}; ffis(k) = / ' k, 
l k~ + k2 

(In particular, if ln(Te/Ti) « (Qi/Si)2 (k2 + k2)- 1, 

then B = 1.) We see that in a highly non-isothermal 
plasma with Te » Ti the correlation function of 
the charge density has a sharp maximum at w 
= ± ws ( k), corresponding to the possibility that 
specific sound oscillations propagate in the 
plasma.t At large phase velocities ( w/k » se, si) 
the principal role in the charge-density fluctuations 
is played by electrons, and <p2 >kw is determined 
by the formula ( 5) with T = Te. 

*Salpeter [•] derived the expression for< l8ne 12 >kw by a 
different method. 

tThese oscillations were investigated by Tonks and 
Langmuir[••] and by Gordeev. [••] 

. i i ( ) 
-j- w- kv + i.'T' y v · 

Using ( 17), we obtain the distribution-function 
correlators* 

<fa (v) fb (v') )kw = 2rrbabFg (v) b (v- v') b (w- kv) 

± 2n. 4rre2k-2Fg (v) pg (v') Sab (v, v'), (22) 

where the upper (or lower) sign is taken in the 
case of like ( unlike) particles and 

sab = ___!__ kv . ..!.. {) (w ·- kv') 
ya w-kv+ tO B 

1 kv' 1 +-b k, 0 ....,b(w-kv) T w- v- t c. 

4 1 kv kv' Im (T'x' + T 1x1) 

+ w yuyb w- kv + iO w- kv' - iO I B I' 

6. We now generalize the obtained results to 
include a plasma in a constant homogeneous mag
netic field Ho· In this case the kinetic equations 
can be written (in Fourier components) as 

G' = (!)- kv + i e[vHnl ~ G' = (!)- kv - i e[MvHC,] aav ' 
me av ' 

(23)t 

We can use (23) to relate the fluctuations of the 
electron and ion currents with the random forces 

[the upper sign pertains to the electrons (a =e) 
and the lower to the ions (a= i) ]. Here ( Ga)- 1 

is the operator inverse to Ga, E is the fluctua
tion of the electric field, and Kf· are the tensors 
of the electric susceptibility of lhe electrons and 
ions of the plasma in a magnetic field. Expressing 
E in terms of j = je + ji with the aid of Maxwell's 
equations we obtain 

*The fluctuations of the distribution function of a gas 
(without account of the self-consistent fields) was investi
gated by Kadomtsev. [••] 

t[vH0] = v x H0 • 
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( The field E is not assumed potential, for in gen
eral the longitudinal and transverse oscillations 
cannot be separated in the presence of a magnetic 
field.) 

Introducing for simplicity of notation a ( 2 x 3 )
dimensional current-density vector ja. which 
combines the two currents je (a = 1, 2, 3) and 
ji (a = -1, -2, -3) we rewrite (24) in the form 

( ·e ) · e ) sm .. ~j~=ieY._, j._= ~;, Y"=(Y,. 
J .· -Y 

sm._~= (I+ 4~x'Q 4nx'Q . ) . ( 24') 
4nx'Q I + 4nx'Q 

Recognizing that det :m differs from the deter
minant of the matrix A [see (2') ] only by a factor 
( TJ 2 -1 )-2, we write the solution of (24') in the 
form 

where IJ.a/3 sm13y = oayA. 
We must now average the products of the cur

rents over the random forces with the aid of (17). 
( The fact that (23) contains additional terms due 
to the field lfo, not contained in (15), does not 
change the expression for S, and consequently 
does not change the expression for <yayb>kw·) 
Noting that 

e2 <Y~YS>kw = - ibabwr (x~i- xj;"), 

we obtain finally an expression for the correlators 
of the electron and ion currents 

<if jf)kw = - iw \A l-2 {!l~t'llf;;r (xfm- x~1) 

ai bi*ri ( i i* ) +!lit !lim Xzm- Xmz }, 

where IJ.~p are the elements of the matrix IJ.: 
lJ 

I ,.•• ~-t't) 
fl = \l-Ite !-Iii • 

(25) 

From (25) we readily obtain the spectral distri
bution of the fluctuations of the total current 
density 

(j;jj)kro = - iw I A \-2 fl~l!l~~ {T' (X~m- X~t) + T' (x}m- X~z)}, 
(26) 

where the tensor IJ. t is related with the tensor 

sm~1 = (YJ2 - 1)-1 (YJ 2k- 2euktkt- Ail) 

by the equation ll-fr sm[j = 6ijA [we note that 
detsm·t = ( TJ2 - 1)- 2 A]. 

Using Maxwell's equations we obtain with the 
aid of (25) and (26) the correlators of all the quan
tities of interest to us. 

In particular, the correlators of the electron
density fluctuations and of the magnetic-field fluc
tuations have the form 

2 2 k;kj ·• -e 
e (\ bn• \ )koo = 7 (]i]j )kro• 

( 4n )2 Tlz k 2k k < . . ) (bH;bHj)k"'= w (1')"- 1)2 eamejl'm'- 1 I' ]rn]m' kw. 

4ni Tj2 kmkm' ( ·• "') ( -e .;) } e ({}n•bH1)k"' = -- 2 _ 1 eim'l ~ { lmlz kw + lmll k., , 
C(O Tj (Z 7) 

where e . . . is a completely antisymmetrical 
third-rank tensor. 

As already noted, the correlation functions 
have sharp maxima near values of w and k 
satisfying the dispersion equation A ( k, wn ( k)) 
= 0 (the index n labels the type of oscillations). 
It is easy to establish the form of the correlation 
functions near such maxima. For example, for the 
quantity <Wj >kw we have 

(j;j/)kw = B;t(k, w)b(w±Wn (k)), 

. I iJA ~- 1 t t• T' (xfm- x~l) + Ti (xfm- x~l) 
B;i = - mw aw lltt!lJm lm A 

If w/k » se, Si, then this formula goes into 
Eq. (13) with T = Te. 

We note also that if TJ » 1 the correlators of 
the particle densities and the charge density in 
the presence of a magnetic field are determined 
by the same formulas (20) and (21) as in the case 
of a free plasma. Here we must take K and E to 
mean the longitudinal components of the corre
sponding tensors, for example k- 2kikjEij (this 
conclusion does not hold true only near the poles 
of the correlation functions, corresponding to the 
propagation of fast and slow magnetic-sound 
waves).* 

To find the correlators of the distribution func
tions it is necessary to express, with the aid of 
Maxwell's equations, the fluctuation of the electric 
field in terms of the fluctuation of the distribution 
functions and, after substituting the resultant ex
pression (23), to average in accordance with (17). 
We do not give the corresponding expressions here. 

7. We consider now the scattering of electro
magnetic waves by fluctuations in a plasma. In a 
free plasma this scattering is determined only by 
the fluctuations of the electron density; for a 
plasma in a magnetic field H0 it is necessary to 
take additional account, generally speaking, of the 
magnetic-field fluctuations oH (the fluctuations of 
the ion density are insignificant because of the 
large ion mass). The electric field of the scat
tered waves obviously satisfies the equation 

(. t 1 iJ2 ) E' 4ne a ( , + b e ) rot ro + (!i" 012 = - (!i" at n0v n v , 

*These waves were investigated by StepanovC22 ' 24] and 
Bernstein. [••] 
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where v is the average electron velocity due to 
the field of the incident wave 
E = E 0 exp( ik0 • r- iw0t): 

h-~ 
- Ho 

and v' is the electron velocity associated with the 
scattered wave: 

!!:!:___ = !___ E' + .!!_ [v'H ] +_.!!_[vii H) 
dt m me 0 me 

(We assume that v, v' « c). From these relations 
follows an equation for the field of the scattered 
wave with frequency w = w0 + ~w and a wave 
vector k = k0 + q: 

' o f w o 6n• (q, ~w) 
A,1(k, w)EJ(k, w) = £1 ,----'!..(ll,1 -e,1) ---

' w n0 

+ i;:e ~~(llil-eil)etkm(llkf-E~J)IIHm(q, ~w)}, 

where Eij = E:ij ( w) and E ~j = Eij ( w0) [the tensor 
Eij is determined from (12) ]. 

To find the scattering coefficient we must di
vide the intensity of the scattered wave by the ko 
-component of the Poynting vector of the incident 
wave 

S = ___.:__ .., I £O 12 ( I _ I eokn 12 ) • 
o 8n .,o I eo I" kg , ' 

i TJ~ sin 2\'}0 ) 

2 TJ2 sin2 1'} - e0 ' 0 0 3 

eo 
2 • 

- TJ2_ eo ' 
0 1 

( .Jo is the angle between H0 and k0 ). We give 
only the final results. 

In the absence of a magnetic field, the differ
ential scattering coefficient for an unpolarized 
wave is 

d~ = -41 ( e~2)2 (.~)2 -. f 8 ( 1 + cos2 6) (I lin• [2)qllw do dw, 
nmc w0 V e0 

(28) 
where (J is the scattering angle, do the element 
of solid angle k, E = E ( w) = 1- U2/w2, and Eo 

= E ( w0 ). We note that this formula admits of 
arbitrary frequency variations. When ~w « w0 

the factor ( w/w0 )2 ,J E/E 0 becomes equal to unity, 
and (28) goes into the well-known formula for the 
scattering on fluctuations with small frequency 
variation (see, for example,C7J ). 

In the presence of a magnetic field, d!: has the 
form 

d~ = 2
11t (~:S (w;; y R {1 ~ 12 < 1 lin• l2)q.'lw 

- enn ~. lm (~A, (lln•IIH,)q!lw) 
me •• 

n w2 • } + -~ ---m:- A, A, (IIH,IIH,)q!>w dodw, 
4nme2 •• 

R = '1']3 { 'l']o (I eo 12 - 1 e~i" 12 ) e,,e:e1} -I, ~ = (e?l- II,,) e;eJ, 

A,= (ekt-llkt)e~etmi(e~i-llmJ)e~, (29) 

where e is the polarization vector of the scat
tered wave 

( e2 • • e2 
e = - 2-- sm <p + ' cos <p; --2-- cos <p 

TJ - e1 TJ - et 

. . . i TJ2 sin 21'} ) + ' sm <p, -2 • . •1'} TJ sm - ea 

[ .J is the angle between H0 and k, while cp is the 
angle between the planes ( k0, H0) and ( k, H0 ) ]. 

The quantities <I one 12 >' < oneoHi > and 
<oHicSHj > are determined from (27). 

8. If the electron and ion temperatures are 
equal and there is no magnetic field* the spectrum 
of the scattered radiation consists of the 
Doppler-broadened principal line (~w ~ qsi) and 
of sharp maxima at ~ w = ± n if aq « 1. If in 
addition Wo » fJ., then the integral scattering 
coefficient ( in a given angle interval) has the 
form 
~ _ n0 ( e2 )2 1 + 2 (aq)2 2 . _ 2w0 • 0 

d - 4 me• 1 + (aq)" (1 +cos 6) do, q- -c-sm 2 . 
(30) 

Whether the electron and ion temperatures are 
equal or not, the coefficient of scattering is deter
mined for small changes in temperature (~w 
« qsi) by the formula 

n0 ( e2 )2 a (aq)3 (1 2 6) d d d~ = 2 y;t me• s; [1 + (aq)•]• +cos o w. (31) 

If ~ w » qse the scattering is only on the Lang
muir oscillations. In this region, for arbitrary re
lation between T€ and Ti, the form of d!: is 

e•r•q• w2 ye 
d~ = 16 ( 2) 2 2 - (1 + cos2 6) {II (~w- Q) 

1t me w,. e0 

+II (~w + Q)} do dw. (32) 

In a strongly nonisothermal plasma ( Te » Ti) 
an additional sharp maximum appears in the fre
quency interval between the central ( Doppler) 
maximum and the Langmuir satellites when ~w 
= ws ( q). This maximum is connected with the 
possibility of propagation of specific sound oscilla
tions in the plasma. In the case of greatest interest, 
when ~w/qsi »In( Te/Ti), the scattering coeffi
cient for ~ w ~ ws ( q) is equal to 

e2k4T" (1 + cos2 9) 
d~ = e 2 {II (~w- w5 (q)} +II (~w + Ws (q))}. 

16n (me2) 2 (k. + q2) (33) 

9. In the presence of a magnetic field, as fol
lows from the results of Sec. 6, the scattered
radiation spectrum contains, along with the 
Doppler-broadened principal lines, sharp maxima 
connected with the possibility of propagation of 

*Various particular cases occurring under these conditions 
have been studied in detail for small changes of frequency 
(t.w « w0 ) by Dougherty and Farley. [•] 
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various natural modes in the plasma ( two types 
of Langmuir oscillations, Alfven waves, and also 
fast and slow magnetic-sound waves in the case 
when ~ » Ti). We give here the final expression 
only for the scattering coefficient on the Langmuir 
oscillations (.6.w ~ w±), which is simplest in form 

e•q•r• w'w~ ,2 (~w)2 [(~w)2 - wh)2 

d"1:. = 8 ( 2)2 ~ R I s I ~ ~ 
:rt me • ' (~w)4 cos• {} + [(~w)•- Wh)'sin• {} 

X { I'J (~w - w+) + I'J (~w + w+) + I'J (~w - w_) 

+ I'J (~w + w_)} dodw, (34) 

where 'J is the angle between q and H0• 

When w0 » w+ and Te = Ti, we can determine 
the integral scattering coefficient ( in a given 
angle interval). It is then sufficient to retain in 
(29) only the first term proportional to <lone 12>; 
the relative contributions of the second and third 
terms to the integral coefficient amounts to s/c 
and ( s/c) 2• If (.6.w)eff denotes the effective fre
quency interval in which < lone 12 > is different 
from zero [we note that (.6.w)eff ~ w+ ], then the 
integral scattering coefficient, for ( .6. w) eff « w0 

sin 9, will be 

d"1:. = .!!:2_ (~)2 (~)4 (R I tl2) 1 + 2 (aqJ• d 
4 mc2 n ., Ol=Olo 1 + (aq)' o. (35) 

[We note that in general the second and third 
terms in the differential scattering coefficient (29) 
cannot be neglected. ] 
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